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All the fixed prices are available on booking only

Come to share our passion and our love of huskies and offer yourselves
unforgettable adventures!
Share intense moments of rides, in complete harmony with the nature and your
dogs!
The beauty of the landscapes and the plentiful tracks of the fauna will make you
discover another face of our north regions !
Become soaked with the nature in what it has of more beautiful and wilder to offer!

Our affectionate dogs will impress you by their sweetness but also by their exceptional
physical abilities. Stemming from lineages of dogs of race among the best to the world,
they ask only to leave and to show you what they are worth. Always loans and hotheads
to unstick, they will amaze you!
It is in the respect for our canine friends that we shall make you discover the
unlimitedness of our territory.
During these fixed prices, if you wish it, you will have the possibility of driving
yourself the sled, together with your experimented guide who will introduce you
to the rudiments of the sled with dogs and will share with you its passion and his
love for the nature.

Rates season 2017 – 2018
Visit of the kennel: 1 hour

10$/pers

!

Package 1 hour:
A short initiation to familiarize you with this magnificent activity that is the dogsledding.
Customized stroll for families with very young children.
$115 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $95)
Fails privilege:
Anybody wishing to leave only with the guide and his dogs
$189 - supplementary comfort in your sled

Package 1 hour 30:
This ride in the popular favour! Allowing to go through the territory, it causes the
meetings with the inhabitants of the territory such as deers, foxes, minks, otters …
$149 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $119)
Fails privilege: $200

Package 3 hours fishing :
Two of our combined specialities: the dogsledding and the fishing on ice. An excellent
combination to make you live moments filled with feelings!
$212 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $159)
Fails privilege: $322
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Package Dogsledding, fondue and bisons :
During this day, this walk 1h30 dog to popular favor! To browse the territory, it causes
the meetings with the habitants of the territory such as deer, foxes, minks, otters ...
After this tour, return to the chalet to enjoy a wonderful Savoyard fondue.
Then you put shoes snowshoes and you will drive to the adventure and discover the
secrets of our reason for being: to safeguard the athabascae bison. We will share our
knowledge about these amazing animals. You can watch very closely on our platform
for this purpose.
$219 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $135)
Fails privilege: $299

Package 5 hours Forest:
A whole day spent together with your new canine friends. In the soft rustle of the sled
sliding on the snow, you will cross still wild territories. The meal will be served to you in
forest.
$399 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $199)
Fails privilege: $499
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Package 5 hours Trappe:
This package proposes 2 hours of dogsledding and 3 hours together with our nice
trapper. The objective and the ultimate purpose of the piégeur: safety, responsibility and
efficiency for a sustainable use of the resource faunique.
The harvest of animals with fur begins with cold period. The main trappées sorts are the
beaver, the meat of which establishes a food contribution, the muskrat, the otter, the
mink, the marten, the fox and the fisher. Most of the species are hunted only in winter,
while their fur is of beautiful quality. Only the aquatic species, as the beaver, the otter
and the muskrat, are also trappées in autumn and in spring.
The meal is also inclusive, typical picnic in forest.
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$249 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $189)
Fails privilege (only for the sled): $329

Package 5 hours Dogs :
This stroll of five hours in dogsledding will walk you through magic landscapes. What of
more magic than to meet itself in another universe, in perfect harmony with the nature,
the flora, the fauna …
Our dogs are there to show you the road.
A stop is planned to allow you the experience of the fishing on ice, as still practises it the
inhabitants of the Big North.
The meal is served to the chalet and you will have the enjoyment to sample your taking
on the old stove has wood, accompanied with potatoes and with apples in the maple
syrup, without forgetting the bread house!
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$399 / pers (child of 8 and less years old: $299)
Fails privilege: $499

Package 3 hours - Trapper: THE AUTHENTIC Only in
snowshoes with picnic in forest
$69 / pers (child of 12 and less years old: $45)
Fails privilege: $105
Package 3 hours - Trapper: THE AMERINDIAN In snowshoes,
visit bisons and teepees
$69 / pers (child of 12 and less years old: $45)
Fails privilege: $105
Package 3 hours - Trapper: THE POND OF the NORTH In
snowshoes, go to make an ice fishing
$69 / pers (child of 12 and less years old: $45)
Fails privilege: $105
Our rates are exclusive of tax
For the rates of groups, to consult us ($10 of discount a person)
Policy of cancellation: during the booking, a 25 % deposit will be taken on credit card to
guarantee your booking. If you wish to make a cancellation, you have to inform us 72
hours before the day of your excursion. Should the opposite occur, you will have to pay
out the total amount planned for your activity. In case you are unable of you

